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Updated from 11:57 am EDTEnergy futures was weaker Further Thursday as traders continued to weigh on a government survey signalling lower import and demand rise for gasoline. November crude oil contracts lost $1.43 to $61.36 a barrel in Nymex trading, the cheapest point in two months.
Unleashed gasoline futures slipped 7 cents to $1.84 a gallon. Heating oil fell about 6 cents to $1.95 a gallon. Crude stocks began to build as expected, said Mary Novak, managing director of energy services at Global Insight. But refilent products are being pulled down, especially diesel and home heating
oil. The good thing is that we're going into October with inventory at record levels, so now it's not an issue. Over the past four weeks, gasoline demand has averaged nearly 8.8 million barrels per day, or 2.6% below the same period last year, the Energy Department said Wednesday. Retreat fuel demand
has averaged 3.9 million barrels per day last month, down 3.8% from a year ago. Energy Secretary Samuel Bodman warned on Wednesday that damage caused by Hurricanes Katrina and Rita could maintain higher energy costs over the coming years. The refineries, closed as Hurricanes Katrina and
Rita came through the Gulf of Mexico, operating at 69.8% of their capacity last week. Novak said that when the refineries are back on the line they need to work to make a loss. There has been too much damage to the infrastructure, he said. Going into 2006, retained products will be at low levels. The
refinery will run out completely. The Mineral Management Service said Thursday's closing oil production was about 1.2 million barrels per day, equivalent to around 80.2% of Gulf of Mexico's daily output. The gas production sold was equal to 66.3% of the total daily. Chevron (CVX) - Get Report says it has
successfully started a startup procedure for its refinery in Pascagoula, Miss., which closed before hurricane Katrina. Refineries could return to operating as usual by the end of the month, ahead of previous estimates, Chevron said. Chevron shares were down $2.09, or 3.4%, to $59.95. The refinery
produces 325,000 barrels per day of refined products. Chevron completed an assessment of how the hurricane affected the Gulf of Mexico's offshore facilities, and said about 20% of the company's net production in the region was restored. Several production facilities suffered damage and 14 structures
were slavered by severe weather. Marathon Oil (MRO) - Getty Reports estimate that oil and natural gas production that can be sold in the third quarter will be around 318,000 barrels of oil equivalent per day, under previous guidance of 322,000 to 342,000 barrels. About 20,000 barrels during the quarter
due to hurricane-related downtime in the Gulf. The company expects to actually sell about 289,000 barrels per day in the third quarter. Currently, Mexico's Marathon Bay Production amounts to about 32,000 barrels of equivalent and output of around 28,000 barrels remains closed due to storm damage.
Elsewhere, Layne Christensen (LAYN) said her energy division had completed two acquisitions designed to boost the Cherokee Basin gas project in Kansas. The company bought Colt Natural Gas, and separately Layne bought an additional 75,000 acres leased in the Cherokee Basin from an unnamed
oil and gas exploration company. Kerr-McGee (KMG) said it would spin from Tronox's chemical business through an initial public offering. After the IPO, planned for the fourth quarter, Kerr-McGee will continue to hold a stake in Tronox. The Oklahoma City-based energy company expects to then distribute
the shares to its shareholders in 2006. Enterprise Product Partners (EPD) - Get a Report, a Houston-based energy company, said it did not see any major damage from the two hurricanes. The company did not expect significant financial impact from the storm and said most of the affected facilities had
restarted operations. 7 January 2002 4 min read the opinion voiced by entrepreneurs is their own. Q: How important is self-education to s an entrepreneur? A: Successful entrepreneurs are made, not born. One attribute that most of them share is their long-term perspective, especially with regard to
education. These people have a desire to learn more, to find out how others operate and find new ideas to try out at their companies. This desire gives them a huge long-term advantage over their competitors. It doesn't necessarily help today or tomorrow, but over time it turns them into an unstoppable
entrepreneurial team. While formal education such as university studies is important, this column will focus on informal self-education. The success of long-term businesses depends on continuous personal growth. Achieving that means getting better today than you were yesterday, and getting better
tomorrow than you are today. A common mistake for most people is that they don't have time to work on things that will make them better at what they do. They are caught up in the day-to-day operations of the business and can't see past them. You may have heard long seeing that some things are
urgent and some are important, but some things are both. Many people spend their time on urgent matters because of their lack of planning and long-term perspective continues to create urgent extra things. Self-education is a good example of something very important but not at all urgent. All you must
do is Yourself in data and make it your goal to absorb and understand that data, transform it into knowledge and then use that knowledge to gain experience. This is a long-term task, and the main reason most people fail to stay with it is because the feedback loop is so long. It often takes months of hard
work before you start to notice positive change. You won't see change as it happens, but will look back one day and be amazed at how much your business considerations and skills are Grow. You will feel yourself start thinking more clearly, you'll understand more of what you see and hear, and your
entrepreneurial vision will be clearer. What should you do to enjoy the long-term benefits of this strategy? Subscribe to business magazines and email newsletters (Entrepreneur.com have a few free clicks here) and read them consistently. If you have a Palm PC or Pocket, use the e-book software to read
business articles and e-books. Listen to the audio tape in your car. Do yourself to read (or listen) to at least one or two business books every month. Sign up for seminars and short classes that teach hands-on skills such as marketing, sales, accounting, legal issues, etc. you know about each of those
subjects, the better you will supervise the person who did those tasks for you. In general, you must make your education a priority and schedule a large amount of time for it. While some of these can be squeezed into your day (such as reading while waiting in sync), most will require you to release
something else (such as a TV). Most people are not born with discipline to do this. It takes efforts and practices to gain continuous learning habits. But if you realize that your efforts today will pay a huge dividend next year, your business will continue to accelerate while your competitors cruise together at
a constant speed. Keith Lowe is an experienced entrepreneur who is the founder and investor in companies in several industries. Lowe also mentors new entrepreneurs; serves as chairman of the biztech board of directors, a nonprofit high-tech business incubator; and is the co-founder and officer of the
Alabama Information Technology Association. The opinions expressed in this colony are writers, rather than Entrepreneur.com. All answers are intended to be general in nature, regardless of specific geographical areas or conditions, and should only depend after consultation with an appropriate
specialist, such as a lawyer or accountant. Federal Healthcare Resilience Task Force (ACS) Toolkit: Third Edition Only when I plan to ask my doctor for hormones this week, there is a new study on the dangers of hormone therapy to treat perimenopausal symptoms. The new research, out of Oxford,
followed nearly 127,000 women and found that those who took hormones (either estrogen-only or a combination of estrogen plus progestin) had a 29% increased risk of ovarian cancer. For those who have ever taken hormones but stopped, there is no increased risk. This means that 424 women taking
hormones are diagnosed with ovarian cancer, the fatal killer, after nine years What does that mean? Lead researchers suggest that women take hormones for a short time. I was there. I was very tired of not sleeping all night. Hell, I'm tired of not sleeping four hours all night long. I can't lead a meeting or
stand in front of a class without feeling like I am below the heat lights. It is the quality of life issues. I felt that not sleeping seriously shortened my lifespan. A friend of me who had breasts and ovaries removed in a prophylactic way, as cancer walked in his family, only went on hormones - despite an
increased risk. I don't want to live anymore 40 years in this way, he says, referring to lower-level depression, brain fog, loss of curiosity and inability to focus. I didn't drive on the highway as much as anyone else, he said. I think it balances out. For him, hot flashes are acceptable; for me, not so much else.
But it's a complicated choice. One I thought I was almost settled. Now it will continue ... This content is created and maintained by third parties, and imported to this page to help users set up their email addresses. You may be able to get more information about this content and similar piano.io piano.io
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